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ABSTRACT: Over the past few years, the concurrent (1)
development of polymer synthesis and (2) introduction of
new mathematical models for polymer dynamics have evolved
the classical framework for polymer dynamics once estab-
lished by Doi−Edwards/de Gennes. Although the analysis of
supramolecular polymer dynamics based on linear rheology
has improved a lot recently, there are a large number of
insecurities behind the conclusions, which originate from the
complexity of these novel systems. The interdependent eﬀect
of supramolecular entities (stickers) and chain dynamics can
be overwhelming depending on the type and location of stickers as well as the architecture and chemistry of polymers. This
Perspective illustrates these parameters and strives to determine what is still missing and has to be improved in the future works.
■ INTRODUCTION
Supramolecular polymer science has been a promising ﬁeld of
research since it was introduced by Lehn and co-workers.1
Because of the combination of modern synthesis and
development of novel theoretical models for describing
polymer dynamics, an interdisciplinary research ﬁeld has arisen
in the past decade. Traditionally, supramolecular polymers are
deﬁned as polymers that carry one or more supramolecular
moieties (sticker) either as the end-group(s), as side groups, or
in the main chain. A sticker is a moiety that can either self-
associate or heteroassociate by using metal−ligand or ionic
interactions or hydrogen bonding.2 Therefore, when incorpo-
rated into the polymer, it can alter the properties signiﬁcantly.
A molecule with two or more stickers can act like a monomer
and polymerize to form linear polymers or a network,
respectively,3,4 or it can stack and/or polymerize into 1-D
polymers.5−9 When the stickers are end-groups of a polymer,
the corresponding polymer can form longer polymers via
binary associations or starlike polymer and gels due to phase
separation.10−15
It is important to remember that the presence of a single
sticker on the polymer chain end even if it undergoes phase
separation or multiple associations cannot form a network or
gel, as percolation is needed for the polymer to be called a
network or a gel.16 Of course, in exceptional cases where
phase-separated domains form a branchlike architecture, a
network is plausible, but in this Perspective we neglect this
possibility. On the other hand, if the sticker is used as the side
group, it can potentially form a transient network exhibiting
elastic properties (G′ > G″) in the time scales where a sticker is
associated. It is of utmost importance to remember that G′ >
G″ does not necessarily correspond to a network formation;
there are many cases that lead to an elastic plateau while no
cross-linking exists. For instance, the so-called hyperstars can
show an elastic plateau which can extend beyond the
experimentally accessible frequencies.17−19 On the other
hand, microphase-separated block copolymers (BCP) can be
considered as colloids in the melt state with G′ > G″.20
Polymers grafted on large cores such as POSS (polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxane) can also lead to elastic colloidal
material due to caging of the individual giant molecules and act
as cooperative glasslike clusters.21 Moreover, ﬁbers have been
reported to show elastic properties.22,23 In all of these
examples, the material is not a cross-linked polymer but
exhibits an elastic plateau. This unique behavior should also be
kept in mind while analyzing the rheology of supramolecular
polymers. For instance, it has been reported that polymers with
sticky side groups could form ﬁbers by stacking, and G′ > G″
was seen in the dynamic mechanical analysis. Although the
elastic plateau was referred to the transient network formation,
no further study proved gel formation, which means the elastic
properties can originate from ﬁber formation and not
necessarily from a transient network.24
The exact description of dynamic mechanical properties in
associating polymers is therefore not trivial. In this Perspective,
the aim is to address the most recent progress in the ﬁeld of
supramolecular polymers via a rheological point of view (with
focus on linear rheology) and to introduce the potential of this
ﬁeld in future research. This Perspective focuses on the
parameters aﬀecting the rheology of supramolecular polymers,
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namely, (1) association number per sticker in supramolecular
polymers, (2) phase separation, (3) strength of association,
and (4) the position of sticker in the polymer (end-group(s),
side groups, or in the main chain). Therefore, only recent
papers that truly contributed to the linear rheology of
supramolecular polymers will be discussed.
■ ASSOCIATION NUMBER PER STICKER
In principle, the number of associations on each sticker
depends on the type of sticker. Some can accommodate
multiple junction points whereas most of the stickers can
provide a one-to-one (binary) association.25,26 Rowan et al.
synthesized polymers based on poly(tetrahydrofuran) (PTHF)
and poly(ethylene-co-butylene) carrying two ligands as the
end-groups. By introducing metals to coordinate with the
ligands, depending on the vacancies available on the metals
(Eu3+, Zn2+, or La3+), one could obtain a linear or cross-linked
polymer. Therefore, in this case the sticker association number
can be tuned.27,28 When Zn2+ is incorporated in the polymer,
the polymer molecular weight increases as a result of linear
association of stickers, and the relaxation time goes to longer
time scales beyond the experimental frequency window. With
addition of Eu3+ the relaxation time decreases, and a terminal
ﬂow could be observed. Although one might suspect that
introduction of Eu3+ would lead to a network formation with
elastic properties, due to more thermally responsible properties
of Eu3+, most of the stickers are dissociated and dangling
chains are obtained.28
In case of heteroassociation each sticker can show a diﬀerent
association number depending on the counterpart. For
instance, while one cyanuric acid can make strong hydrogen
bonding with one Hamilton wedge (HW), it can have two
functionalities with weaker hydrogen bonding when 2 equiv of
2,6-diaminotriazine (DAT) is added.29−31
The association number can also be tuned by using diﬀerent
ratios of metal:ligand.32 At low metal content a weakly
percolated system can be obtained by many nonassociating
stickers available, which leads to a liquidlike behavior. With an
increase in the metal ratio to the stoichiometric amount of
metal and ligand (1:3 in the case of Fe3+), the maximum cross-
linking density is obtained, and an elastic plateau is observed.
With further increase in the metal content, metals do not reach
their full association potential, and mono- or bis-complexes are
formed leading to a decrease in the cross-linking density
(Figure 1).
Moreover, each sticker despite its complementary binary
association can form an uncontrolled association as well; this
occurs when phase separation play a role. Therefore, if the
polymer carries one sticker as the end-group (or center
functionalized), either a starlike33,34 or brushlike aggregate can
be obtained,23,35−38,34 and if it carries two stickers as end-
groups, a cross-linked material can be obtained.13−15,39,40 In
particular, the formation of starlike polymers with clusters
forming the core leads to an apparent multivalency in stickers
(Figure 2).
Therefore, in all supramolecular designs it should be
carefully evaluated whether such clusters exist or not. This is,
however, not always trivial and will be discussed in the
following section.
■ PHASE SEPARATION
Despite similarities of controlled (complementary) and
uncontrolled associations (aggregates), their melt dynamics
diﬀer signiﬁcantly. The relaxation process in the supra-
molecular polymers with controlled associations can be
considered fundamentally diﬀerent from the one with
uncontrolled associations. For the controlled (binary)
associations, Rubinstein and co-workers developed the so-
called sticky Rouse model, which predicts that the relaxation
time of the chains is proportional to the renormalized bond
lifetime τb* (≫τb).41,42 The renormalization is due to the fact
that the sticker needs to break a few times before ﬁnding
another partner to associate with. The sticky reptation model
modiﬁes the sticky Rouse model to be applicable to entangled
polymers.41 In these models, the stickers have to reach their
renormalized lifetime and then, by hopping diﬀusion, can ﬁnd
a free sticker, and this motion can lead to stress relaxation. In
other words, in well-deﬁned binary associations, dissociation of
a sticker only leads to a chain relaxation when it is attached to a
new partner. This was recently proven by the comprehensive
experimental research of Richter and co-workers, concluding
that the rheological relaxation time is around 2 orders of
magnitude slower than the sticker lifetime and is the time for
the sticker to ﬁnd a new partner.43,44 Alvarez and co-workers
also supported this conclusion using 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimi-
dinone (UPy)-based polymers, obtaining the eﬀective lifetime
of the stickers ∼25 and ∼40 times higher than pure sticker
lifetime (for 3% and 8% UPy content, respectively; see Figure
3).45 In both works, no signs of sticker aggregation were
observed, and only binary associations were taken into
account. In time scales smaller than τb* an elastic plateau is
formed since the motion of segments between two stickers is
hindered due to physical cross-linking.45 In this picture the
exchange of partners can occur via diﬀerent fashions: (1) a
concerted mechanism whereby association of one sticker
occurs simultaneously with dissociation of another32 or (2) the
exchange between partners requires a breaking event that can
produce a free site available for a new sticker. In this case,
which is inherently more restrictive, the sticker should cover a
Figure 1. Eﬀect of metal−ligand ratio on the sticker functionality and
dynamics of supramolecular polymers: (a) substoichiometry, (b)
stoichiometry, and (c) superstoichiometry. Reproduced with
permission from ref 32. Copyright 2017 the Society of Rheology.
Figure 2. Aggregation of hydrogen-bonding motifs, which leads to an
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distance between its initial partner and a newly exposed
(opened) sticker in comparison to the former case where the
sticker can ﬁnd any arbitrary complex in its surrounding and
perform the partner exchange.32 The presence of a free partner
has been shown to be important in particular in the case of low
sticker concentrations (high molecular weight precursors with
low sticker amount and high sticker lifetime).32 Brassinne and
co-workers showed that in such a case the traditional hopping
events does not occur (due to low population of the
surrounding stickers), and this leads to separation of the
sticker lifetime and chain relaxation time. This is because the
chain after sticker dissociation should commute a long distance
(which takes an intuitively longer time) to ﬁnd another free
partner. Special emphasis is on the free partner because if a
guest sticker ﬁnds an occupied complex, still no relaxation
occurs, and it has to wait until the host complex breaks up.
Although this study successfully predicts the relaxation
mechanism in the binary associations, it is not always
applicable, for instance, to supramolecular systems in which
a concerted mechanism is responsible for partner exchange.
On the other hand, for aggregates, the bond lifetime
renormalization is negligible as the aggregates can host an
indeﬁnite amount of stickers. When the dissociation energy is
within the range of M1/2 < ε/kBT < M
4/3 (with M being the
aggregation number)46 and as long as the energy change after
and before hopping is less than kBT, each sticker can hop,
relocate, and contribute to stress relaxation. In the classical
sticker hopping picture the stickers can dissociate from the
initial cluster and diﬀuse as open stickers to ﬁnd another
cluster to associate with. Although the overall diﬀerence in
energy will not change signiﬁcantly, the dissociation of the
sticker from all sticky bonds requires a signiﬁcant energy
barrier and, therefore, energetically unfavorable.47 Therefore,
in this case, two small clusters should meet each other and
associate, leading to bigger clusters, after which the cluster
breaks up to shorter clusters (because the big clusters are
entropically unfavorable). This subsequent breakup leads to an
exchange of partners, although a few cluster association−
dissociation events should occur for all the stickers to change
their partner (Figure 4). The size of the cluster also matters, as
in bigger clusters there is a higher chance of partner exchange,
whereas if an upper cap is considered for cluster size, the
terminal relaxation becomes much slower.47
A second diﬀerence in the controlled (complementary)
associations and uncontrolled associations (aggregates) can be
the lifetime of the stickers. Usually, the lifetime of the
aggregates is reported to be much longer than individual
sticker pairs and sometimes exceeds the experimental
frequency windows.48−51 van Ruymbeke et al. extensively
studied the formation of aggregates in the entangled polymers
with sticky side groups.49,51,52 Figures 5a and 5b show the
model they introduced to describe the relaxation of sticky
entangled polymers with aggregates among the chains. Four
zones were introduced: (1) A high-frequency Rouse regime,
where Rouse motions occur up to the length (time) scales of
average spacing between two entanglements and/or stickers.
This manifests itself with a slope G′, G″ ∼ ω0.5. (2) Upper
plateau zone, wherein the entanglement and the trapped
strands contribute to elasticity. In this zone, the dangling
chains and starlike aggregates can relax via contour length
ﬂuctuations (CLF) and arm retraction mechanism similar to
star and comb polymers (see the Supporting Informa-
tion).53−58 After partial relaxation of the chains via CLF, the
tube will be dilated,59 and subsequently in zone (3) the
constraint release Rouse (CRR) mechanism leads to
equilibration of the trapped strands; once the mobile segments
are relaxed, they act like solvents and the trapped segments can
undergo Rouse-like motions. Intuitively, this mechanism also
shows a scaling G′, G″ ∼ ω0.5. However, care must be taken, as
in this picture the aggregates (trapped strands) are not
considered to undergo partner exchange events (or hopping)
as in this model the number of aggregates per chains is small,
and each aggregate is surrounded with polymers instead of
other aggregates.51 Although the authors in another study
showed that in polymers with low sticker concentrations the
relaxation occurs via partner exchange (and not CRR), this can
be related to the type of aggregates formed in each system.32
Finally, in the last zone (zone 4) a second plateau appears,
which shows the trapped strand contribution to elasticity.
Figure 3. Linear viscoelastic mastercurves of PMEA and P(MEA-co-
UPyMA). τs* and τb correspond to the lifetime and normalized
lifetime of the stickers. Reproduced with permission from ref 45.
Figure 4. Circles 1−3 and 4−6 show two aggregates consisting of
stickers which change their composition via cluster association−
dissociation processes. This process leads to a partner exchange event
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Although in this work the emphasis was on the eﬀect of
aggregates, in a similar, complementary study, only the eﬀect of
binary associations was considered for the same chemistry.60
The authors assigned the third zone with G′, G″ ∼ ω0.5this
time to the hindered ﬂuctuations alongside the blinking of the
stickersas another mechanism of stress relaxation before
terminal time. Upon comparison of these two works, it can be
concluded that the lifetimes of binary (controlled) associations
are much shorter than those of the aggregates (uncontrolled
associations).51,60 The same conclusion can be made in
another system based on UPy stickers (instead of carboxylic
acid groups) where the binary dissociations occur in much
shorter times than dissociation of aggregates, some of which
never show terminal relaxation.49
Therefore, phase separations are decisive factors in the
dynamics of supramolecular polymers. To this point most of
the stickers with few exceptions when incorporated in the
polymer matrix can phase separate due to their polarity in
comparison to the matrix. For instance, Leibler and Soulie-́
Ziakovic extensively investigated the self-assembly of polymers
end-capped with 2,4-diamino-1,3,5-triazine (DAT)/thymine
(THY) and showed that for polymers based on THY or DAT
end-functionalized poly(ethylene) (PE) a lamellar morphology
could be obtained when THY is solely used as an end-group
due to THY crystallization. However, the DAT moiety which
does not inherently crystallize still can lead to phase
separation.61−63 Similar eﬀects were reported for noncrystalline
polymers such as poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) end-capped
with DAT and/or THY.64,65 It has to be pointed out that the
study of crystallization based on rheology is too optimistic, and
therefore, other methods including small- and wide-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS and WAXS) and diﬀerential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) are necessary.66 For strongly nonpolar
polymers such as poly(isobutylene) (PIB) monofunctionalized
with DAT, a body-centered-cubic (BCC) morphology was
observed, but mesophases were not observed for bifunctional
PIB.40 In the case of stronger stickers such as UPy even a
lateral aggregation into nanoﬁbers was observed.35,67 Phase
separation was also observed in polymers like poly(n-alkyl
acrylate)s when no H-bonding exists but rather due to
incompatible alkyl side groups (when the alkyl side group
has more than four CH2 units). Therefore, the alkyl
nanodomains form aggregates with a size of 0.5−2 nm.48,68
But Alvarez et al. attributed this to partial hydrolysis of side
groups which turns inevitably (during synthesis) to hydrogen
bonding of acrylic acid repeating units (Figure 6a).69
The use of hydrophobic alkyl side groups can also tune the
rheology of polymers although the interactions are not strong
enough to signiﬁcantly change the polymer dynamics.
Therefore, the side groups rather change the plateau modulus
value (Figure 7) or lead to a weak phase separation.70,71
Hydrophobic groups were even used in order to provide self-
healing properties by plasticizing eﬀect of alkyl ﬂexible
chains.72 On the other hand, strong metal complex based
stickers can also make clusters and lead to nanoscale
heterogeneity able to enforce the mechanical strength.73
Other studied supramolecular polymers bearing carboxylic
acid, UPy, or THY side groups can also show phase separation
and change polymer dynamics signiﬁcantly.24,48,49,51,52 How-
ever, their eﬀect can be diﬀerent depending on the strength of
associations, which will be discussed in the following section.
Figure 5. (a) Schematic representation of supramolecular polymers with sticky side groups, forming starlike aggregates, trapped entanglements, and
dangling chains. (b) Four relaxation regimes considered in the model, applicable to linear rheology of entangled supramolecular polymers with
aggregate-forming side groups. Reproduced with permission from ref 51. Copyright 2016 the Society of Rheology.
Figure 6. Linear viscoelastic response of (a) PnBA hydrolyzed
partially to yield random copolymers with (b) 6%, (c) 13%, and (d)
38% acrylic acid. Even pure PnBA shows diversion from Maxwell-like
terminal relaxation, which was attributed to the partial hydrolysis
during synthesis. Reproduced with permission from ref 69.
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■ ASSOCIATION STRENGTH
The study of association strength and bond lifetime in
supramolecular polymers was originally addressed after the
introduction of the UPy moiety by Meijer et al.3,74 Tuning the
strength and the bond lifetime of stickers is the key feature in
the ﬁeld of supramolecular polymer materials. At short bond
lifetimes (τ < 1 μs), a robust 1D polymeric assembly does not
exist, whereas too long a lifetime (τ > 1 min) yields materials
without dynamic properties.75 The easy to synthesize UPy
moiety was introduced with a dimerization constant of Kdim =
10−7−10−8 M−1 and a lifetime of 0.1−1 s and has been applied
in the rheology of supramolecular polymers since then.76
Whereas the measurement of bond lifetime and association
constant in solution using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
experiments can lead to relatively accurate values, rheology can
provide us with better qualitative analysis on the macroscopic
scales.
The research on association strength and its eﬀect on
polymer dynamics has been predominant for polymers with
stickers as side groups, whereas in one study Binder et al.
compared the association strength of telechelic polymers with
THY and DAT functionalities and found that the association
strength can vary depending on the sticker environment: melt
or solution. The strength in the melt state was DAT-DAT <
THY-THY ≪ THY-DAT, whereas in solution this order was
THY-THY < DAT-DAT ≤ THY-DAT. Although, the authors
concluded that this is due to diﬀerent dynamics of hydrogen
bonds in diﬀerent media, from the corresponding polymer melt
viscosity, it seems the association is not due to hydrogen
bonding and rather to mere phase separation.13 In particular,
they showed if THY-DAT hydrogen bonding is blocked by an
extra methyl group, the viscosity of the corresponding polymer
mixture remains the same as the THY-DAT end-capped
polymer mixture (with potential hydrogen bonding).13 The
conclusion that in this supramolecular polymer mixture phase
separation is more responsible than hydrogen bonding is
consistent with the studies by Leibler and Soulie-́Ziakovic
where they showed THY on its own governs the self-assembly
based on crystallization and phase separation without the need
for hydrogen bonding.61−63
For polymers with sticky side groups, diﬀerent types of
stickers with diﬀerent strength have been investigated. Seifert
et al. compared solution rheology of polymers with DAT−
maleimide, cyanuric acid−Hamilton wedge, and DAT−
cyanuric acid hydrogen-bonding interactions (Figure 8). In
addition, they used terpyridine and diﬀerent metal salts for
stickers as a comparison.29−31 Performing rheology in two
diﬀerent solvents of diﬀerent polarities (DMF or a methanol/
chloroform mixture), they showed that in the polar solvents,
regardless of the sticker type, less association occurs and
terminal relaxation was observed. However, in less polar
solvents, the terpyridine/Mn2+ complex (Figure 8D) showed
the strongest association with G′, G″ ∼ ω0.5, which shows the
polymer is close to the gel point.30 The association was slightly
weaker when cyanuric acid−Hamilton wedge (Figure 8B) was
used, followed by weaker association of DAT−maleimide
(Figure 8A). In all the cases where DMF was the solvent of
choice, less association was observed, leading to lower cross-
linking (although they still exist and contribute to the
shallowing of terminal slopes). The authors, however, did
not consider the contributions of amide hydrogen bonding in
the precursor polymer (p(NIPAAm)) as has been reported in
the literature.77 Although the solution rheology of the
precursor showed little association,30 the eﬀect can be
signiﬁcant when the amide groups are in the vicinity of
stronger stickers in the same polymer. The authors neither
considered the eﬀect of aggregation and self-association of the
third component (bis-maleimides) added as the cross-linker.
Although their interaction would be weak, weak hydrogen
bondings have been shown to change the slopes in the
frequency sweeps signiﬁcantly (see Figure 6).48 The
terpyridine association got even stronger when Co2+ was
used, leading to a plateau reminiscent of a transient network.
Figure 7. Mastercurves of the dynamic moduli for the polymers with
diﬀerent size of alkyl side chains. Increase of side chain length leads to
a lower plateau modulus. Reproduced with permission from ref 70.
Figure 8. Supramolecular polymers based on pNIPAAm and diﬀerent
sticker strengths based on (A) diaminotriazine:maleimides, (B)
cyanuric acid:Hamilton wedge, (C) cyanuric acid:diaminotriazine,
and (D) terpyridine:metal ions. Reproduced with permission from ref
30. Copyright 2013 the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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The formation of transient networks surprisingly occurred in a
polar solvent (DMF) not only in the terpyridine system but
also when bis-DAT (Figure 8C) was used. This shows that
Co2+ has a stronger association strength than Mn2+. But for the
bis-DAT system, although the authors justiﬁed the plateau by
considering higher number of associations per sticker in this
system, it is inconsistent with the fact that much stronger
stickers (cyanuric acid−Hamilton wedge) were almost totally
soluble in DMF. It is also inconsistent with the conclusion of
Anthamatten et al. that “a higher concentration of weakly
bonding groups is not equivalent to a smaller number of strong
bonding groups”.78 The authors compared the eﬀect of stickers
(with diﬀerent hydrogen-bonding strengths) on the rheology
of polymers. When comonomers with weaker stickers were
used (acrylamidopyridine, acrylic acid, and carboxyethyl
acrylate), the corresponding polymer showed similar melt
dynamics as the precursor poly(n-butyl acrylate) (PnBA)
whereas with UPy as the sticker a plateau was observed,
reminiscent of a transient network. For a weak sticker,
although a so-called knee-shaped terminal relaxation was
observed, by referring to the fast exchange rate of weak
stickers, it was concluded that weak stickers do not contribute
to the melt rheology. This conclusion is in fact diﬀerent from
our study where weak stickers based on THY could contribute
signiﬁcantly to the polymer dynamics.48 With increasing the
amount of stickers along the chain, a sol−gel transition was
obtained, but no transient network was formed due to low
association constant of THY (Figure 9).48 This shows that
weak stickers can indeed aﬀect the dynamics in time scales
faster than where phase separation plays a role. In fact, weak
binary hydrogen bondings have been shown to change the
dynamics in many studies. By use of amide or carboxylic acid
groups as side stickers69,77 and hydroxyl, amine, carboxylic
acid, or THY as polymer end-groups,10−15 the terminal
relaxation time has been shown to be delayed (Figures 5−7
and 9−11). Even if this delay is attributed to the aggregation of
side groups, weak stickers play an important role and can even
prevent the terminal relaxation in the experimental frequency
windows.48,51,52
Stickers based on sulfonated styrene and ionic interactions
also have diﬀerent strengths based on the counterion used:
Na+ > K+ > Rb+ > Cs+ leading to diﬀerent terminal relaxation
times.79,80 Similarly, the metal complex formation strengths
can vary depending on the metal used. Therefore, by use of
diﬀerent metals in bulk of polymers with end-capped ligands,
the terminal relaxation time can be delayed with the order81,82
Ni2+ > Co2+ > Cu2+ > Zn2+. This is consistent with the studies
in solution rheology, where the order Co2+ > Zn2+ > Mn2+ was
obtained for the strengths of association, value of plateau
modulus, and terminal relaxation time.73 While these studies
reported similar order of strengths, in another study the
following order was reported:83 Cu2+ > Zn2+ > Ni2+ > Co2+,
which is in fact consistent with their reported association
constants in solution (Zn2+ > Co2+ > Mn2+).73 This
inconsistency was shown to be due to Co2+ ion aggregation
and diﬀerent metal complex geometries which leads to
diﬀerent association strengths in some studies.73,83 Therefore,
the correct choice of ligand, solvent, and polymer matrix is of
utmost importance. The same approach was used by Craig et
al., whereby use of either of Pd(II) or Pt(II) cross-linkers in a
solution of poly(4-vinylpyridine)-based network led to life-
times ranging from milliseconds to tens of minutes.84−87
Moreover, a similar study was done on poly(butyl acrylate-co-
acrylic acid) with varying fractions of ionic groups and the
respective Na+, Zn2+, and Co2+ counterions to investigate the
role of reversible interactions and network mobility on healing.
It was concluded that in the intermediate range of 10 < τb <
100 s ionomers show good scratch healing behavior and good
mechanical properties.88
■ STICKER POSITION
Polymer dynamics can be tuned based on the location of
stickers in the polymer (in the main chain, side groups, or end
groups). Using stickers within the main chain can add an
internal clock to the polymer so that, in addition to the
classical linear polymer behavior, a transient chain with time
(temperature)-dependent chain length can be obtained. If the
sticker, however, is located as end group(s), a similar behavior
can be obtained depending on the polymer chain length. On
the other hand, if the sticker is located as side groups of a linear
polymer, a transient network can be formed with totally
diﬀerent dynamics. However, in all cases only binary
associations are assumed to be present, whereas in reality
most of the designs do not follow this assumption and the
dynamics diverges from the theory. Therefore, before one
designs a supramolecular polymer, it is important to compare
the dynamics rising from the position of the stickers.
In the Main Chain. The seminal work of Cates et al. on
supramolecular polymers with sticky monomers developed a
framework for dynamics of main-chain associating polymers.89
The interplay between the polymer dynamics and sticker
association kinetic was studied, and it was shown that
depending on the disentanglement time and sticker lifetime,
relaxation time can fall into diﬀerent regimes. In other words,
the stress relaxation can proceed by breaking the stickers or
Figure 9. (a) Mastercurves constructed for PnBA and copolymer
carrying 10, 30, and 100% THY along the chain. (b) Modiﬁed MF
percolation theory. Reproduced with permission from ref 48.
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reptation, depending on the disentanglement time and sticker
lifetime. Watanabe et al. have recently developed new and
more robust theories that can explain the dynamics of these
polymers.90−94 However, so far fewer studies used stickers as
end-groups, in a manner that phase separation does not occur.
Using DAT and THY end-capped polymers, one can
theoretically form a main-chain supramolecular polymer. The
formed supramolecular polymer does not necessarily mean that
hydrogen bonding is responsible for the change in rheological
properties. The eﬀect of phase separation has been reported to
predominate the dynamics in this material; therefore, excluding
this eﬀect to form purely main-chain supramolecular polymers
based on hydrogen bonding is not quite trivial.13,15,39,40,95 In
other words, in order for a polymer chain to be linear and split
into shorter chains and associate again, not only highly
complementary associations are necessary but also the phase
separation should be avoided. For instance, thus far, no study
has truly proven the pure binary association of UPy in
supramolecular polymers. Indeed, if the amount of sticker is
chosen to be as little as possible and the polymer matrix is
chosen wisely, the aggregation can be less tangible but still
exists. It has been in particular shown that even in high
molecular weight polymer matrix (low UPy concentration) the
phase separation exists and it contributes to stress relaxation
mechanism, so the polymer chains do not behave like linear
chains the Cates model hypothesized (Figure 12).96,34
Therefore, a plethora of studies reported the contribution of
UPy stacking on polymer dynamics as an inevitable part of this
sticker.97,98 This is indeed a big disadvantage when comparing
with theories, although in some studies this eﬀect has not been
truly addressed.99,100 For instance, in one study by Binder et al.
on PnBA end-capped with THY and/or DAT the absence of a
plateau in the frequency sweeps was related to the absence of
phase separation.13 However, the corresponding slopes in the
terminal regime did not show Maxwell behavior, similar to
many studies where phase segregation was present and led to
smaller terminal slopes instead of plateau formation.101 In fact,
the smaller terminal slopes can be explained by the diﬀerent
sizes of aggregates. When the stickers want to undergo hopping
motions to relax the applied stress, if there is a distribution of
aggregate size, then the partner exchange time diﬀers and leads
to a distribution of relaxation times which consequently
decreases the terminal slopes. Also, the lack of entanglement
plateau in frequency sweeps of telechelic supramolecular
Figure 10. Comparison of the G′ and G″ mastercurves for polymers without (left), with one (middle), and with two (right) amide hydrogen-
bonding groups (weak sticker) per repeating unit. Reproduced with permission from ref 77.
Figure 11. Normalized storage (a) and loss part (b) of the shear
modulus mastercurves showing the eﬀect of weak associations on the
dynamics of end-capped supramolecular polymers. Reproduced with
permission from ref 11.
Figure 12. Schematic representation of polymers with end-capped
stickers. Some fraction of the stickers (UPy) show aggregation
(marked with red dashed line) whereas the rest undergo binary
associations. The aggregated end-groups lead to starlike assemblies
with diﬀerent dynamics. Reproduced with permission from ref 96.
Copyright 2019 the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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polymers does not necessarily mean the absence of
associations. For polymers with low Tg obviously the frequency
sweeps should be performed at lower temperatures so as to
capture all the dynamics; otherwise, the terminal relaxation will
be observed depending on the number of associations (and the
formed molecular weight). This was recently well explained by
van Ruymbeke et al.102
The phase separation can therefore change dynamics from
linear polymer to transient network dynamics unless only one
end-group is carrying stickers whereby starlike assemblies can
form rather than a network.
Using metal−ligand interactions, Rowan et al. reported to
have obtained longer polymer chains by the presence of
stickers as the polymer end-groups.28 Therefore, a rubbery
plateau was attributed to the entanglement of elongated chains.
This must be, however, a speculative conclusion because due
to the lamellar formation (as a result of aggregation of 2,6-
bis(N-methylbenzimidazoyl)pyridine (MeBip) stickers), a
cross-linked material is obtained, and the corresponding
plateau cannot necessarily be due to molecular weight increase.
Although the authors showed the addition of diﬀerent metal
ions (Eu3+ instead of Zn2+) can change the rheological
properties, the eﬀect of phase separation on polymer dynamics
cannot be neglected. In fact, the same group in another work
showed no binary associations are actually needed for plateau
formation in the very same polymer.103
A few studies could truly investigate the linear supra-
molecular dynamics without signiﬁcant contributions from
sticker aggregations. By use of tube-based models, in a linear
supramolecular polymer with metal−ligand stickers as end-
group(s), it has been shown that by adding a 1:2 ratio of metal
to ligand (stoichiometry ratio) the polymer chain can be
extended 2 (for polymers with one ligand as end-group) to 8
(for polymers with two ligands) times in length without
aggregation.102 Interestingly, when the metal content was
increased, a rubbery plateau was observed which was attributed
to the network formation (not an entanglement plateau). The
metal ions act as bridges between PEO chains by complex
formation. The attribution of plateau to cross-linking indeed
makes sense as linear PEO in order to exhibit terminal
relaxation time beyond the experimental frequency window
should have a molecular weight beyond 106 g mol−1, which is
unrealistic102 (although was considered plausible in other
works28). In a similar system with monofunctional PnBA and
diﬀerent metal ions, they showed that depending on the
strength of the metal ion, the supramolecular polymer can relax
as a mixture of precursor and double-sized polymers, with the
latter being more probable for stronger associations (Figure
13). Depending also on the association strength and the
terminal relaxation time, the polymers could either relax fully
by reptation or break (and then relax via reptation), which is
similar to the theory proposed by Cates et al.89 In the case of
bifunctional polymers a secondary plateau was observed which
was ascribed to the loop formation. In essence, the
entanglement between two loops can be released after the
sticker dissociation and undergo reptation.82,102 The formation
of loops and its eﬀect on the rheological properties have been
studied for conventional (covalent) polymeric systems.
Covalent polymer networks are generally formed via kinetically
controlled processes and, therefore, possess cyclic topological
defects. The classical aﬃne and phantom network theories of
network are based on acyclic treelike structures, which leads to
the overestimation of G′. Therefore, more sophisticated
theories must be employed for inclusion of the loops in both
supramolecular and conventional polymers.104
UPy as Side Groups. The studies on supramolecular
polymers with UPy side groups have been so wide that we
spend one section only for this type of polymer. The ﬁrst
thorough study on rheology of unentangled polymers with
UPy side motifs was published in 2009 by Meijer et al.
whereby the polymer dynamics was modeled with the Rouse
model.105 Because of weak ﬁtting results, the authors
concluded that new models should be developed to describe
the melt dynamics in these systems.105 Anthamatten et al. then
used the Doi−Edwards theory and considered UPy associa-
tions the same as entanglements.78 However, this analogy is
quite tricky as the relaxation mechanisms in these two diﬀerent
topological constraints are entirely diﬀerent; disentanglement
Figure 13. Formation of double-sized PnBAs by using monofunctional precursors and diﬀerent metal−ligand association strengths. Using (a) linear
PnBA-tpy + Ni(II), (b) linear PnBA-tpy + Co(II), (c) linear PnBA-tpy + Cu(II), and (d) linear PnBA-tpy + Zn(II), one can tune the ratio of
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occurs via CLF and reptation processes whereas stress
relaxation in transient networks with sticky side groups occurs
via the partner exchange process. In addition, it has been
recently shown that the eﬀect of entanglement on the
dynamics is quite diﬀerent from the presence of stickers.106
Moreover, the molecular weight dependence of terminal
relaxation time in entangled polymers is diﬀerent from
transient networks (Figure 14).49 More recently, the relaxation
of similar supramolecular polymers was modeled by a modiﬁed
sticky Rouse model whereby the eﬀect of sticker distribution
was taken into account.45 Concurrently, another theory based
on modiﬁed mean-ﬁeld percolation theory of Rubinstein and
Semenov (see the Supporting Information)42 predicted the
linear viscoelastic behavior of the very same polymers.107 The
sol−gel transition and the corresponding scaling fairly matched
with the theory. In another work, the sticky Rouse model was
again modiﬁed by considering the eﬀect of sticker distribution,
contribution of dangling chains, and the hopping event which
occurs after sticker dissociation. Although the result of
modeling described the data in the low frequency range pretty
well, the middle frequency results were hardly ﬁtting to the
model.108 In all these examples, unentangled polymers with
UPy sticky side groups were studied in the melt state. Seifert et
al. studied the entangled polymer dynamics in block
copolymers where one block was hydrophobic and the other
block was randomly modiﬁed from hydroxyl side groups to
UPy side groups with diﬀerent compositions.109 Surprisingly,
no plateau was observed, which was justiﬁed by the disruptive
eﬀect of remaining hydroxyl groups on UPy association. This
is, however, counterintuitive to some degree, as the biggest
motivation to use UPy-based stickers is its high association
constant, and the 10 mol % hydroxyl group should not
dissociate the stickers. This inconsistency can also be seen in
two similar works with the same chemistry, where the plateau
was actually observed despite the presence of hydroxyl units
(compare Figures 14 and 15).49,110 Also, the authors called the
corresponding supramolecular polymer a network, whereas no
plateau was observed which is also hard to justify.109 The
corresponding polymer rather shows a behavior close to
branched polymers with dispersity in the molecular weights,
which in turn leads to shallowing of the slope. The eﬀect of
ﬂexible spacer on the sticker associations was also studied, and
Figure 14. Comparison of linear viscoelasticity of supramolecular
polymers with diﬀerent contents of UPy (3, 5, and 10%) as side
groups (sticker) and precursor molecular weights (a) lower (42.5 kg
mol−1), (b) close to (76.4 kg mol−1), and (c) above critical molecular
weightMc (165.4 kg mol
−1). Reproduced with permission from ref 49.
Figure 15. Dynamic moduli (A−C) for precursor and supramolecular
polymers with sticker contents of nearly 4% and diﬀerent polymer
molecular weight. Adapted with permission from ref 109.
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in line with our study48 they concluded that a ﬂexible spacer
can increase the association.110
Another group reported similar work based on PnBA and
UPy sticky groups randomly cited along the chain.50 Because
of phase separation of UPy stacks, the relaxation of the
polymer chains was hindered. Using DSC and optical
microscopy, they reported that the phase separation occurs
with even 3 mol % sticker. This is, however, inconsistent with
the two other studies done (by two independent teams) with
the very same polymers (with sticker content close to 3%)
whereby the absence of UPy aggregates was proven via SAXS
studies. Those works, therefore, assumed only binary
associations exist.105,107
Perhaps the most comprehensive theory so far is by van
Ruymbeke et al. in which a tube-based model called the time
marching algorithm (TMA) (see the Supporting Information)
describes the behavior of supramolecular polymers with UPy
side units very well.49 One important conclusion was that at
longer time scales for large UPy contents a secondary plateau is
representative of cluster formation (Figure 14). The
intermediate frequency plateau, however, is more tricky to be
assigned; with increasing the sticker concentrations in all
molecular weights, no increase in the relaxation time was
observed. This means the relaxation time belongs to the
partner exchange time of UPy units, which does not change
with sticker concentration. Moreover, with increasing the
molecular weight, the relaxation time did not change, which
means the disentanglement process is faster than what a
classical sticky reptation model predicts.49 Therefore, disen-
tanglement occurs via delayed CLF processes which takes
place nearly at the same time as the sticky Rouse modes, and
therefore no additional entanglement plateau can be seen. This
assumption makes sense considering the small amount of
entanglements.49
Other Side Groups. Other side groups can have ionic
origin with potential application as polyelectrolytes and
coacervates33,81,82,107−113 or be comprised of metal−ligand
i n t e r a c t i on , 2 9 , 3 0 , 1 1 9 , 1 2 0 we a k hyd ro g en bond -
ing,44,48,51,52,60,69,77,121 or even host−guest interaction.122
Since the seminal work of Craig et al.,123 many works
contributed to the metal−ligand type stickers as side groups. In
entangled systems, it has been recently shown that the
presence of entanglements does not aﬀect the stickers
dynamics, but stickers do aﬀect disentanglement by delaying
the relaxation process.106 In several studies, the strength of the
metal−ligand interaction was studied,119,120 whereas some
other research compared the association strength of diﬀerent
types of stickers (based on hydrogen bonding or metal−ligand
interaction) (see Figure 8). It was shown that the association
strength has a direct inﬂuence on the formation of a plateau
and delay in the terminal relaxation time.29−31 However, the
majority of research on polymers with side stickers focused on
weak hydrogen-bonding groups with higher concentration
compared to UPy or metal−ligand interactions with less
content.44,48,51,52,60,69,77,121 The biggest questions that were
addressed in these works were the eﬀect of sticker on the (1)
terminal slopes, (2) appearance of one or more plateaus, and
(3) terminal relaxation time. Although there have been
diﬀerent theories and experiments to tackle these questions,
each of them has its pros and cons and some are inconsistent
with each other. This means this ﬁeld still needs a generalized
theory that can match the experimental results.
Following seminal works on scaling in supramolecular
polymers,41,42,123 many studies tried to unravel the rationale
behind the appearance of various slopes in terminal relaxation
of supramolecular polymers. For instance, the shallowing of
terminal slopes was attributed to (1) the distribution of sticker,
(2) molecular weight distribution, (3) exacerbating eﬀect of
stickers on polydispersity, (4) transient branching, and (5)
sticker aggregation. Although a distribution of stickers can
aﬀect the terminals slope as was suggested in the
past,45,49,60,69,108 we have recently shown that using 100%
sticker on the chain (one sticker per repeating unit)a
monodisperse distribution of stickersthe shallowing still
exists until low frequencies (Figure 9). We concluded that this
is due to sol−gel transition, which matched quite well with the
newly developed theory of Colby et al.79 The same conclusion
was done by other teams using polymers with a distribution of
stickers based on either ionic interactions or UPy-based
stickers.79,80,107,124−126 Alvarez et al. using polydisperse
polymers with randomly distributed stickers concluded that
the shallowing of the slope is due to molecular weight and
sticker distribution (and not due to aggregation and cluster
relaxation; see Figure 3), but they did not test this argument by
investigating monodisperse samples to see whether or not they
still see the shallowing of slopes.45 In fact, in nearly
monodisperse polymers with stickers randomly distributed
along the chain the shallowing was still observed.43,44 In
another study, on the contrary, with Đ of nearly 2 with each
repeating unit carrying a sticker, no shallowing was observed
(Figure 10).77 It might be tempting to conclude that the
sticker distribution is rather the important parameter, but in
another study on monodisperse polymers with randomly
located stickers slopes of 1 and 2 were observed.80 Another
example is the recent work by Seifert et al. where it was
concluded that the shallow slopes due to molecular weight
distribution will be exacerbated when stickers are intro-
duced,29,30 whereas the same group reported similar studies
wherein a terminal slope of 1.79 and 0.97 for G′ and G″ turned
1.84 and 1.03 upon introduction of stickers (Figure 16).110
Therefore, the conclusion that the presence of stickers can
exacerbate the eﬀect of molecular weight distribution is not
always correct;29,30 neither is the conclusion that shallow
Figure 16. Mastercurve of supramolecular polymers with diﬀerent
contents of sticky side groups (UPy) showing that the shallowing of
terminal slopes relative to the precursor only occurs in certain sticker
concentrations (not for P2U3). Reproduced with permission from ref
110. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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slopes are due to sticker or molecular weight distribu-
tion.45,49,60,69,108 Therefore, in line with our studies, we
conclude that the shallowing of the slopes is rather due to
the formation of clusters of interconnected chains or
aggregates of stickers.48,79,80,107,124−126 Aggregates can either
inﬂuence the terminal relaxation by CRR leading to parallel G′
and G″ (Figure 5b)49,51 (which should not be misinterpreted
with weak gel formation as has been seen in the literature69) or
introduce a distribution of relaxation times due to size
distribution and hopping (partner exchange) time distribu-
tion.47 We have shown that the presence of a parallel G′ and
G″ and subsequent plateau can even happen with polymers
with one sticker (which intuitively cannot lead to a gel
formation) due to CRR events.34
Miscellaneous. Other types of supramolecular polymers
with more sophisticated architecture or dynamics have been
studied, too. The majority of works focused on four-armed
polymers with sticky end-groups,32,73,81,82,127−131 whereas
fewer reports on multiarm (more than four arms)132 or
dendronized polymers with sticky ends exist.133,134
On the other hand, perhaps the most interesting supra-
molecular systems are supramolecular polymer combs and
brushes, in which the backbone consists of stickers instead of
covalent bonds. The rheological study on comb/brush
polymers has been done widely in the literature and can be
a ﬁne “database” for comparison with supramolecular
systems.135 Staropoli et al. studied the melt dynamics of
comb polymers with a few weakly associating arms (Figure 17)
and compared their linear rheology with covalent comb
polymers.136−138 Although this study was the ﬁrst of its kind,
more research in this ﬁeld should be done for a general picture
in supramolecular graft polymers (with polymeric side chains).
For instance, the eﬀect of random presence of arms along the
backbone as well as the association strength on the junction
point is under investigation by our group.
On the other hand, supramolecular brush polymers can
show diﬀerent dynamics in comparison to combs. Bouteiller et
al. studied the supramolecular brush dynamics by introducing a
sticker in the center of polymer chain, and the corresponding
association led to a brush formation.23,33,36,139−142 They
explained that diﬀerent regimes can be found in the rheological
mastercurve of these bottlebrush polymers (Figure 18b). For
higher concentrations of sticker (shorter arms) at very low
frequencies a plateau was observed which was ascribed to gel
formation.23 However, assuming that each polymer chain with
one central sticker can be considered as monomer, the
assembled structure can be a 1D polymer, and the presence of
gel cannot be simply explained by the appearance of a plateau.
In other words, a gel can be only formed whereby a branched
structure increases its size to inﬁnite molecular weight. This
system has neither branching (the side chains are dangling
arms) nor an inﬁnite molecular weight. However, the presence
of a plateau can be due to formation of ﬁbers or due to
colloidal jamming. In particular, the magnitude of the plateau
modulus is in the range we described as jamming for similar
polymers.34 Colloidal jamming is neither a new phenomenon
nor limited to supramolecular graft polymers. Hyperstars have
been reported to show similar jamming due to impenetrable
cores.143 In principle, hyperstars behave as an intermediate
between polymers and colloids; after a high-frequency
segmental relaxation, a plateau for entangled star arms and
then a two-step terminal relaxation can be seen.17−19,144 The
two-step process consists of a faster arm retraction and then a
structural rearrangement of star cores which is similar to the
colloidal materials.143 In the extreme cases of more than 800
short arms, a jamming phenomenon occurs which is due to the
excluded volume eﬀects of impenetrable core. This means the
center-of-mass motion and terminal relaxation are signiﬁcantly
slowed down, and a plateau is observed instead of liquidlike
behavior.143 Hyperstars also do not have any cross-linking but
show a plateau very similar to supramolecular brushes (Figure
18a).23,143 Moreover, a Rouse like regime in supramolecular
brush polymers was observed in the intermediate frequencies,
whose origin was not truly explained (Figure 18b). This
regime, however, can be ascribed to CRR relaxation of the
arms (see Figure 5).34 We have recently shown that if the
supramolecular backbone of the polymer brush imposes steric
hindrance, the segments close to the backbone show colloidal
jamming. If the molecular weight of the arms is large and
mobile enough (high Mn and low Tg), the outermost segments
of the arms relax ﬁrst via arm retraction mechanism. Then, the
relaxed parts act as solvent and the backbone can undergo
Rouse-like modes (CRR) to partially relax the stress. However,
eventually in the time (size) scales close to the backbone of the
brush, called the correlation length ξ, each backbone will freeze
in the cage of its surrounding counterparts, and a plateau is
observed. This plateau is, however, temperature-dependent; at
T > Tdiss the stacking will shrink (depolymerize), and a
Newtonian behavior is observed. This can be seen schemati-
cally in Figure 19. On the other hand, the intermediate
Figure 17. Comparison of rheological mastercurves of covalent
(black) and supramolecular comb (red) polymers for two diﬀerent
backbone molecular weights: (a) 40 kg mol−1 and (b) 80 kg mol−1.
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frequency plateau was attributed to entanglements (Figure
18b), whereas the arms are far below the critical molecular
weight. The authors concluded that the sticker can aﬀect the
elasticity of the arms.23 However, similar phenomena have
been also observed in the comb polymers without
stickers.135,145,146
We have recently found that the supramolecular polymer
brushes can show a transition from colloidal to polymeric
materials by changing the arm molecular weight similar to
(hyper)star polymers. Therefore, increase of arm molecular
weight decreases the stacking (due to decrease in sticker
concentration) and increases the polymeric composition of the
material (thereby leading to polymeric behavior). Although the
supramolecular polymer brush can also be considered as a kind
of block copolymer by the sticker being a block and arms the
second block, the rheological properties and dynamics are
quite diﬀerent. For one, a block copolymer above TODT relaxes
as two polymers attached to each other on the junction point
and each block has its own dynamics, but a supramolecular
polymer brush can have three regimes: stacked whereby
colloidal jamming is present, binary associated (mixed with
starlike aggregates) where binary polymers relax similar to
linear but double-sized polymers, and single polymers in a melt
with no signiﬁcant eﬀect from the sticker.
New approaches involving block copolymers in one way or
another lead to materials capable of self-healing.147,148
However, their dynamics are still not clear. In one study by
Binder et al. on dendritic supramolecular copolymers based on
the PnBA-Ba/PI-HW mixture, the authors observed a plateau
and a crossover between G′ and G″ and assigned the
corresponding frequency to bond lifetime, whereas the
presence of a plateau can be related to the entanglements
and the crossover the disentanglement time of entangled PI.
This could have been more clear by examination of the
molecular dependency of the crossover.149 On the other hand,
pure PI-HW also showed a plateau similar to the PnBA-Ba/PI-
HW mixture, and although the authors referred this
discrepancy to the HW aggregation, it seems the supra-
molecular association in PnBA-Ba/PI-HW is actually not
formed (not the other way around). In fact, the PnBA used in
this study was far below Me and could have already relaxed,
and therefore, no signiﬁcant change in the dynamics of the
PnBA-Ba/PI-HW (in comparison to pure PI-HW) was
observed. Therefore, the assignment of plateau or moduli
crossover is not always trivial. In another study, a triblock
copolymer with outer blocks carrying stickers was synthesized,
and the corresponding mastercurve showed a plateau. The






= ρ , they calculated the “entanglement molecular
weight”.150 However, the plateau can have diﬀerent origins,
such as cross-linking of stickers or long-range phase separation
of blocks.20,151 The correct assignment of the plateau was done
accurately in a similar work by another group, whereby a block
copolymer with one block carrying UPy moieties and the other
block being PnBA was synthesized. The presence of a plateau
was therefore attributed to the percolated network.152
The application of hydrophobic blocks as stickers has been
reported as well.153−155 By using one type of sticker (metal−
ligand interaction) at one end and a hydrophobic block at the
Figure 18. Rheological mastercurves. (a) Hyperstars (red) in comparison to the linear analogous (black). Adapted with permission from ref 143.
(b) Supramolecular bottlebrush polymers, showing diﬀerent regimes at diﬀerent time scales. Reproduced with permission from ref 23.
Figure 19. Tentative representation of (a) supramolecular bottle-
brush polymers (assuming the interaction between the cores of the
supramolecular brushes is responsible for the elastic behavior) in
comparison with (b) polymers with small assemblies composed of a
few chains, without long-range interaction. d*, dπ−π, and ξ are the
lamellar periodicity, the stacking distance, and the correlation length,
respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref 34.
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other end, one could observe two plateaus with two sticker
lifetimes.
The last important parameter is the calculation of
entanglement molecular weight, which is not always trivial.
For instance, in the synthesis of supramolecular polymers,
especially with side stickers, the precursor which usually has a
well-known Me is converted partially to a supramolecular
derivative by changing the side groups. It has been shown that
the magnitude of the plateau modulus GN, terminal relaxation
time τd, and Me depend on the packing length.
69,156 This
means if the precursor has modiﬁed side groups, the
rheological parameters are not comparable anymore. Recently,
one study compared the rheological properties of three
diﬀerent polymers with one (P1AP), two (P2AP), or without
stickers (P1EP) on each repeating unit.77 It was found that the
polymers with two stickers per monomer, instead of having
longest terminal relaxation time, in comparison to no or one
sticker, had the shortest terminal relaxation time (Figure 10).
The authors justiﬁed this counterintuitive result as the
opposing eﬀect of side-chain ﬂexibility and hydrogen bonding.
The authors used the formula τ ∼ Mw3.4 to compare the eﬀect
of molecular weight on terminal relaxation time. However, the
three polymers studied, have diﬀerent packing density, can be
considered as three diﬀerent polymers with diﬀerent Me;
considering τ = KMw
3.4, K depends on Me and chemistry of
polymers. In other words, τrep ∼ b NkTN
2 3
e
ς , which can be simpliﬁed
to τ ∼ Mw3.4 for the same polymers (with the same Me), but
the polymers studied were quite diﬀerent in Me.
157 Also, the
calculated Ge for P1AP was 4 times higher than P2AP. It was
concluded that by using Me =
RT
Ge
ρ , P1AP has lower Me and
therefore higher concentration of physical cross-linking
(associated stickers) than P2AP.77 However, the lower Me
can be related to the lower packing length of P1AP in
comparison to P2AP and therefore more entanglements (not
necessarily more sticker associations). In another study, the
precursor copolymers based on PnBA and PHEA (poly-
(hydroxylethyl acrylate) were modiﬁed to copolymers with
UPy groups instead of hydroxyl moieties of PHEA. The
number of entanglements was calculated based on PnBAMe (=
16.8 g mol−1).109 The authors did not include the eﬀect of
packing length on the ﬁnal polymers as both the Ge and Me
would be diﬀerent upon side-group modiﬁcation.69 In order to
have a better understanding of how much packing length and
copolymer composition can inﬂuence the Me, one can compare
Me in diﬀerent compositions of poly(styrene-ran-(methyl
methacrylate) (SMMA). For poly(styrene) (PS) with Me of
∼21 kg mol−1, addition of 23% MMA can lead to a copolymer
Me of around 19 kg mol
−1.163 This eﬀect is even stronger when
comparing the bulky UPy sticker in comparison to a hydroxyl
group in the literature,77,109 whereas styrene and MMA are less
diﬀerent in bulkiness.
■ OUTLOOK
With a deep insight into the rheology of supramolecular
polymers, the next step is to manufacture new materials with
state-of-the-art technologies like 3D printing. The 3D printing
technique or additive manufacturing has evolved recently,
combing precision and cost eﬀectiveness to fabricate new
materials on demand.158,159 Supramolecular polymers specif-
ically have been manufactured by using this technique to form
biomedical scaﬀolds for regenerative medicine.160,162
Another promising and still developing ﬁeld of research
depending on rheology of supramolecular polymers is self-
healing.4,39,98,122,128,147,161 In one type of these materials using
noncovalent interactions, one can repair material, and because
of highly complementary associations, the mechanical proper-
ties stay the same even after a few cycles of damage and repair.
Therefore, in order to apply self-healing characteristic to the
new self-associative materials or using 3D printing techniques
to fabricate them, one needs to master the rheology of
supramolecular polymers.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
The research in the ﬁeld of supramolecular polymers can be
considered as “forever evolving” as concurrent development in
supramolecular polymer synthesis opens a pathway for new
supramolecular polymer dynamics. This Perspective is
intended to critically compare the methods developed recently
for the linear rheology of supramolecular polymers. Although
this research ﬁeld has gained some degree of maturity, there is
still inconsistency in many details within the literature which
needs to be addressed in the future. Combining diﬀerent
techniques such as piezo-rheometry, solid-state NMR, and/or
dielectric spectroscopy can be beneﬁcial in unraveling the
polymer dynamics in complex systems. Moreover, a general
and more comprehensive theory is necessary to include the
eﬀects of chemistry and phase separation on polymer
dynamics. Nevertheless, thus far linear rheology has shown
to be a strong and promising tool to reﬂect the dynamics at the
macroscopic level, and it is predicted that by more advanced
synthetic techniques soon a new generation of polymers with
unprecedented dynamics will arise.
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